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Falling Fire 

Name:  Falling Fire

Type:  Initiatory

Members:  6+d6

Limitations:  Female Members Only
              Genesplice Only
              Physical Initiates Only

Strictures:  Fraternity.  Exclusive membership.  Moral Obligation (to genespliced/artificial furries).  
Custom (hatred of HMHVV) (hatred of genesplicers).

Resources:  street

Customs:  This initiatory group sprang up in the essence breeding pools and was part of the forces 
that freed them.  

History:  Shadows Failure, an hermetic mage of mixed background, found a spirit drawing site 
dedicated to Snake.  She contacted Fire Dancing and Covert Faces, two snake shaman.  Together 
they explored the site and founded the magical group Spirit Dancers.

	Fire Dancing's contact helped secure access to the site, as did some exchanged favors.  Covert 
Faces went on to become a lawyer/fixer and to seek out secrets on many levels.

	As the three went about their ways and added a few more members, Dire Lineage discovered 
the site.

	Dire Lineage was an HMHVV infected human male and was one of the founding members 
of the Engitech genesplicing project.  He had been forced to flee from WE United Canadian & 
American States.  

	While founding the Troll House Den (a vice house in CAS New Orleans), he decided to set 
up a retreat on southern Ute territory, near Pueblo Council territory in an area disputed between three 
Ute tribes (and near the spirit drawing site).  Magically aware, Dire Lineage hoped to make use of 
the site.

	At his bunker he established a pool of essence source slaves for secure feeding.  His intent 
was to create a large harem, force growth, and create a stable population for breeding purposes.  He 
build an extensive armed bunker with a fusion reactor, deep water source and a permanent lease from 
the tribe with the least claim on the area.

	He had boars (which bred fast enough, but were esthetically disatisfying), minx and minks.  He also had a few white tigers he started on a research project, hoping to use them to replace the 
boars.

	Mink males infected with the Loup Garou virus prowled between the walls and ate the bodies 
of the drained.  The boars bred and protected the walls.  The minx and minks fed Dire Lineage on 
his visits.

	Of course the estate was a mystery.  It sat against a cliff face with a fortified double wall (the 
boar compound, hydroponic drip farm and such were within the double wall area), a barren rocky 
field and a bunker tucked into a cliff-side, was all that one saw from the outside.  At night the field 
was alive with prowling motion.  For a snake shamen the mystery was too much.

	Inside, Fire Falling was slowly being organized as some of the minks decided to do 
something about their fate.  As they progressed in their first attempt to set up an astral contact, Fire 
Dancing met them and they plotted.  The rest is movement, blood and freedom.

Special:  Each member of Fire Falling is able to call a spirit ally when they are initiated.  All allies 
take the same template and use the same formula.  It is:

	native plane, fire.  
	force 2, 
	sense link, 
	sorcery 6, 
	spells: Armor 1, Physical Mask 1, Stabilize 1, Slay HMHVV, +3 Intelligence 1, +4 
Quickness 1, +4 Reaction 1, +4 Strength 1, +4 Willpower 1, +6 PCS 1
	physically manifests as external cyberlike spurs 
	when not physically manifest, looks like a vaguely crablike lacing over the arms and torso 
of the initiate.

	Each initiate goes to the spirit drawing site, enters the spirit plane, and goes on a quest to the 
plane of fire, looking for the citadel and the place where the template is stored (note that Fire 
Dancing designed the template for them, but was not the person who took it to their spirit place.)  

	At the Citadel the ally is summoned and joined, completing the initiation.

	This spirit ally has no free-moving physical form (i.e. it cannot fight on its own).  The spells 
it has are usually cast only once (in ritual casting with Fire Dancing who aids the initiate in spell 
locking the spells to the initiate or the ally).

	Fire Dancing's patronage extends to ritual help with the spirit and the spell locks.  If the locks 
are dispelled, the initiates will likely go to Fire Dancing for further help.  He will exact a price, 
probably in karma or in spirit quests for any knowledge or advice.

	Most initiates make their own spell locks by searching out gold and silver in the southern 
Nevada deserts and braiding the refined wire over black volcanic glass.  (Again, the group has a 
single template for this process which makes the task easier, but restricts the initiate to a single method of doing things.  An initiate could also buy focuses or try to persuade Fire Dancing or 
another shaman to quicken the spells for them while participating in ritual with the ally.  The drain 
makes quickening unlikely.)

